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FIG. 1: Kinematics of the SIDIS process in the γ∗p center of mass frame.

where Nq, αq, βq and M1 (GeV/c) are free parameters to be determined by fitting the experimental data. Since
h(k⊥) ≤ 1 for any k⊥ and |Nq(x)| ≤ 1 for any x (notice that we allow the constant parameter Nq to vary only inside
the range [−1, 1]), the positivity bound for the Sivers function,

|∆Nfq/p↑(x, k⊥)|
2fq/p(x, k⊥)

≤ 1 , (9)

is automatically fulfilled. We adopt the usual (and convenient) Gaussian factorization for the unpolarized distribution
and fragmentation functions:

fq/p(x, k⊥) = fq(x)
1

π⟨k2⊥⟩
e−k2

⊥/⟨k2
⊥⟩ (10)

and

Dh
q (z, p⊥) = Dh

q (z)
1

π⟨p2⊥⟩
e−p2

⊥/⟨p2
⊥⟩ , (11)

with the values of ⟨k2⊥⟩ and ⟨p2⊥⟩ fixed to the values found in Ref. [1] by analysing the Cahn effect in unpolarized
SIDIS:

⟨k2⊥⟩ = 0.25 (GeV/c)2 ⟨p2⊥⟩ = 0.20 (GeV/c)2 . (12)

Notice that the Gaussian distributions limit the effective action of intrinsic motion to k⊥ ∼<
!

⟨k2⊥⟩ and p⊥ ∼<
!

⟨p2⊥⟩,
which is the region of validity of the TMD factorized expressions in Eq. (4), PT ≃ k⊥ ≃ ΛQCD ≪ Q [18, 19, 20].
The parton distribution functions (PDF) fq(x) and the fragmentation functions (FF) Dh

q (z) also depend on Q2 via
the usual QCD evolution, which will be taken into account, at leading order (LO), in all our computations.
Before fitting the data on the Sivers asymmetries a few comments on the quark hadronization are necessary. While

most of the available sets of fragmentation functions describe rather well the pion multiplicities observed at HERMES,
many of them fail to reproduce the kaon multiplicities in SIDIS production. The main reason is the role of the strange
quarks, which is often not well established: for example, one expects that K+ mesons can be abundantly produced
by s̄ quarks, via creation from the vacuum of a light uū pair, rather than by u quarks, via creation from the vacuum
of a heavier ss̄ pair. Such a feature is particularly emphasized in the set recently obtained by de Florian, Sassot,
Stratmann (DSS) [13], which has DK+

s̄ (z) ≫ DK+

u (z) over the whole z range. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the LO
DSS fragmentation functions (solid lines) are compared with those proposed by Kretzer (KRE) [21] (dashed lines)
and by Hirai, Kumano, Nagai and Sudoh (HKNS) [22] (dotted lines). The DSS set, which is determined by fitting all
presently available multiplicity measurements, both for pions and kaons, is indeed the most suitable for our purposes.
This can also be seen in a more quantitative way. We know that Kretzer’s and other commonly adopted sets

of fragmentation functions are able to describe pion production data, as shown, for instance, in Fig. 4 of Ref. [13].
However, Fig. 13 of Ref. [13] shows instead that Kretzer fragmentation functions fail to reproduce charged kaon SIDIS
multiplicities, and might not be adequate to reconstruct transverse single spin asymmetries corresponding to kaon

2.4 Sivers asymmetry from DY

Let’s consider a generalized DY process p"p ! W±X which produces a W boson, with four-momentum q
by the annihilation of a quark and an antiquark. If polarised p" proton, with four-momentum p1, moving
along the positive z-axis and the unpolarised proton with four-momentum p2 moving towards the opposite
direction, then the following set of variables can be used.

q = (q0,qT, qL) q2 = M2
W yW = 2 ln

q0 + qL
q0 � qL

xF =
2qLp
s

s = (p1 + p2) (6)

qT = qT (cos�W , sin�W , 0) k?i = k?i(cos'i, sin'i, 0) (i = 1, 2) (7)

In the kinematical region of,

q2T << M2
W kT ' qT (8)

the unpolarised cross section for the pp ! WX process using the TMD factorisation formalism at leading
order can be written as [11, 12, 13, 14],

d�pp!WX

dyW d2qT
= �̂0

X

q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2
Z

d2k?1d
2k?2�

2(k?1 + k?2 � qT)fq1/p(x1, k?1)fq2/p(x2, k?2), (9)

where,
fqi/p(xi, k?i): unpolarized TMDs,
Vq1,q2 : weak interaction CKM matrix elements,P

q1,q2
: summation over light quark and antiquark flavors (ud̄, d̄u, us̄, s̄u for W+, etc.),

�̂0: lowest-oder partonic cross section (with the Fermi weak coupling constant GF ),

�̂0 =

p
2⇡GFM

2
W

3s
, (10)

and the parton longitudinal momentum fractions are given, at O (k?/MW ) by,

x1,2 =
MWp

s
e±yW =

±xF +
p
x2
F + 4M2

W /s

2
, (11)

such that,

xF = x1 � x2 |xF |  1 =
M2

W

s
. (12)

Therefore, the distribution for unpolarized quarks with transverse momentum k? inside a proton with
3-momentum p and spin S is,

fq/p"(x,k?) = fq/p(x, k?) +
1

2
�Nfq/p"(x, k?)S.(p̂⇥ k̂?)

= fq/p(x, k?)� k?
mp

f?q
1T (x, k?)S.(p̂⇥ k̂?) (13)

and the corresponding transverse Single Spin Asymmetry is,

AW
N =

d�p"p!WX � d�p#p!WX

d�p"p!WX + d�p#p!WX
⌘ d� " �d� #

d� " +d� # , (14)

where for simplicity we consider d�pp!WX

dyW d2qT
= d�,

d� " �d� # = �̂0

X

q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2
Z

d2k?1d
2k?2�

2(k?1 + k?2 � qT)

⇥ S.(p̂1 ⇥ k̂?1)�
Nfq1/p"(x1, k?1)fq2/p(x2, k?2), (15)
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Figure 9: Classification of the quark TMDs. Table taken from Ref. [3]. Note that in the table the
superscript q is omitted since it is understood that this table refers to quark TMDs.
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~pTf
q
1

(x, ~p2T ) = f

q
1

(x). Other TMDs that do not vanish when integrated over the
transverse momentum are the helicity g

q
1L(x, ~p

2

T ) and transversity h

q
1

(x, ~p2T ). The most important
TMD for our experiment is certainly the quark Sivers function f

?q
1T (x, ~p

2

T ), which describes the
distribution of unpolarized quarks inside a transversely polarized nucleon, through a correlation
between the quark transverse momentum ~pT and the nucleon transverse spin ST . It is time-reversal
odd. Another naively time-reversal odd distribution is the Boer-Mulders function h

?q
1

(x, ~p2T ). All
the quark TMDs can be classified through the polarizations of the nucleon and the quark inside
the nucleon, as given by Fig. 9.

Of all these TMDs, the Sivers function has garnered considerable interest from both experimen-
tal and theoretical communities in QCD and hadron physics. The study of the Sivers function (as
well as other TMDs) has challenged and greatly improved our understanding of the interplay be-
tween hadron structure and the process in which this structure is probed. The Sivers function has
been measured in semi-inclusive deep inelastic polarized lepton-proton (` + p

") scattering experi-
ments (SIDIS) by HERMES, COMPASS, and JLab, and will continue to be explored in the future
at the EIC. It can also be readily measured in polarized proton-proton (p+ p

") collisions through
Drell-Yan production. Our proposed measurement of the Sivers function with E1039 in polarized
DY reactions can provide critical information for the following questions of great experimental and
theoretical significance:

• What is the magnitude and sign of the sea quark Sivers function and how does it compare to
the sign and magnitude in the valence quark region?

Current SIDIS experiments allow for the accurate extraction of the Sivers function in the
valence quark region. At smaller Bjorken x, where sea quarks dominate, the uncertainty
through global fitting becomes large. The lack of experimental data forces the fits to zero
and the systematic uncertainties cannot be properly evaluated. See for example Fig. 10.

• What is the relation of the Sivers asymmetry measured in SIDIS to the one measured in the
DY process, especially in the sea quark dominant region?

It is a fundamental prediction of QCD that the Sivers function should change sign in going
from SIDIS to DY,

f

?q DY

1T (x, ~p2T ) = �f

?q SIDIS

1T (x, ~p2T ). (9)

12

d� " +d� # = 2�̂0

X

q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2
Z

d2k?1d
2k?2�

2(k?1 + k?2 � qT)

⇥ fq1/p"(x1, k?1)fq2/p(x2, k?2) (16)

with the Gaussian factorized approximations for both unpolarized and Sivers functions as in [15],

fq/p(x, k?) = fq(x)
1

⇡hk2?i
e�k2

?/hk2
?i, (17)

�Nfq/p"(x, k?) = 2Nq(x)h(k?)fq/p(x, k?), (18)

Nq(x) = Nqx
↵q (1� x)�q

(↵q + �q)(↵q+�q)

↵
↵q
q �

�q
q

, (19)

h(k?) =
p
2e

k?
M1

e�k2
?/M2

1 (20)

and also after k? integration, the Sivers asymmetry can be analytically written as,

AW
N (yW ,qT) = S.(p̂1 ⇥ q̂T)

2hK2
Si2

[hK2
Si+ hK2

?i]2
exp


� q2T
2hK2

?i
✓ hK2

?i � hK2
Si

hK2
?i+ hK2

Si
◆�

⇥
p
2eqT
M1

 P
q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2Nq1(x1)fq1(x1)fq2(x2)P
q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2fq1(x1)fq2(x2)

!
(21)

⌘ cos'W AN (yW , qT ), (22)

where

hk2Si =
M2

1 hk2?i
M2

1 + hk2?i
(23)

2.5 Sivers asymmetry from SIDIS

In SIDIS, one has to take the collinear distribution functions fq/p(x) and fragmentation functions Dh/q(z)
into the account with parameterisations that are taken from the available fits of the world data.

Data from HERMES [16] on the SIDIS Sivers asymmetries for ⇡± and K± production o↵ a proton target;
the COMPASS Collaboration data on LiD [17] and NH3 targets [18].
Simplified version of the SIDIS di↵erental cross-section can be written as,

d5�lp!lhX

dxdQ2dzd2phT
/
X

q

e2q

Z
d2k? K(x, phT , Q

2)fq(x,k?)Dh/q(z, p?) +O (k?/Q) (24)

A
sin(�h��S)
UT (x, y, z, phT ) =

d�l"p!hlX � d�l #p!lhX

d�l "p!hlX + d�l #p!hlX
⌘ d� " �d� #

d� " +d� # , (25)

The Sivers asymmetry measured in SIDIS can be expressed as,

A
sin(�h��S)
UT (x, y, z, phT ) =

[z2hk2?i+ hp2?i]hk2Si2
[z2hk2Si+ hp2?i]hk2?i2

exp

"
� p2hT z2

�hk2Si � hk2?i
�

(z2hk2Si+ hp2?i) (z2hk2?i+ hp2?i)

#

⇥
p
2e z phT
M1

P
q Nqe

2
qfq(x)Dh/q(z)P

q e
2
qfq(x)Dh/q(z)

, (26)
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where Nq, αq, βq and M1 (GeV/c) are free parameters to be determined by fitting the experimental data. Since
h(k⊥) ≤ 1 for any k⊥ and |Nq(x)| ≤ 1 for any x (notice that we allow the constant parameter Nq to vary only inside
the range [−1, 1]), the positivity bound for the Sivers function,

|∆Nfq/p↑(x, k⊥)|
2fq/p(x, k⊥)

≤ 1 , (9)

is automatically fulfilled. We adopt the usual (and convenient) Gaussian factorization for the unpolarized distribution
and fragmentation functions:

fq/p(x, k⊥) = fq(x)
1

π⟨k2⊥⟩
e−k2

⊥/⟨k2
⊥⟩ (10)

and

Dh
q (z, p⊥) = Dh

q (z)
1

π⟨p2⊥⟩
e−p2

⊥/⟨p2
⊥⟩ , (11)

with the values of ⟨k2⊥⟩ and ⟨p2⊥⟩ fixed to the values found in Ref. [1] by analysing the Cahn effect in unpolarized
SIDIS:

⟨k2⊥⟩ = 0.25 (GeV/c)2 ⟨p2⊥⟩ = 0.20 (GeV/c)2 . (12)

Notice that the Gaussian distributions limit the effective action of intrinsic motion to k⊥ ∼<
!

⟨k2⊥⟩ and p⊥ ∼<
!

⟨p2⊥⟩,
which is the region of validity of the TMD factorized expressions in Eq. (4), PT ≃ k⊥ ≃ ΛQCD ≪ Q [18, 19, 20].
The parton distribution functions (PDF) fq(x) and the fragmentation functions (FF) Dh

q (z) also depend on Q2 via
the usual QCD evolution, which will be taken into account, at leading order (LO), in all our computations.
Before fitting the data on the Sivers asymmetries a few comments on the quark hadronization are necessary. While

most of the available sets of fragmentation functions describe rather well the pion multiplicities observed at HERMES,
many of them fail to reproduce the kaon multiplicities in SIDIS production. The main reason is the role of the strange
quarks, which is often not well established: for example, one expects that K+ mesons can be abundantly produced
by s̄ quarks, via creation from the vacuum of a light uū pair, rather than by u quarks, via creation from the vacuum
of a heavier ss̄ pair. Such a feature is particularly emphasized in the set recently obtained by de Florian, Sassot,
Stratmann (DSS) [13], which has DK+

s̄ (z) ≫ DK+

u (z) over the whole z range. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the LO
DSS fragmentation functions (solid lines) are compared with those proposed by Kretzer (KRE) [21] (dashed lines)
and by Hirai, Kumano, Nagai and Sudoh (HKNS) [22] (dotted lines). The DSS set, which is determined by fitting all
presently available multiplicity measurements, both for pions and kaons, is indeed the most suitable for our purposes.
This can also be seen in a more quantitative way. We know that Kretzer’s and other commonly adopted sets

of fragmentation functions are able to describe pion production data, as shown, for instance, in Fig. 4 of Ref. [13].
However, Fig. 13 of Ref. [13] shows instead that Kretzer fragmentation functions fail to reproduce charged kaon SIDIS
multiplicities, and might not be adequate to reconstruct transverse single spin asymmetries corresponding to kaon

2.4 Sivers asymmetry from DY

Let’s consider a generalized DY process p"p ! W±X which produces a W boson, with four-momentum q
by the annihilation of a quark and an antiquark. If polarised p" proton, with four-momentum p1, moving
along the positive z-axis and the unpolarised proton with four-momentum p2 moving towards the opposite
direction, then the following set of variables can be used.

q = (q0,qT, qL) q2 = M2
W yW = 2 ln

q0 + qL
q0 � qL

xF =
2qLp
s

s = (p1 + p2) (6)

qT = qT (cos�W , sin�W , 0) k?i = k?i(cos'i, sin'i, 0) (i = 1, 2) (7)

In the kinematical region of,

q2T << M2
W kT ' qT (8)

the unpolarised cross section for the pp ! WX process using the TMD factorisation formalism at leading
order can be written as [11, 12, 13, 14],

d�pp!WX

dyW d2qT
= �̂0

X

q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2
Z

d2k?1d
2k?2�

2(k?1 + k?2 � qT)fq1/p(x1, k?1)fq2/p(x2, k?2), (9)

where,
fqi/p(xi, k?i): unpolarized TMDs,
Vq1,q2 : weak interaction CKM matrix elements,P

q1,q2
: summation over light quark and antiquark flavors (ud̄, d̄u, us̄, s̄u for W+, etc.),

�̂0: lowest-oder partonic cross section (with the Fermi weak coupling constant GF ),

�̂0 =

p
2⇡GFM

2
W

3s
, (10)

and the parton longitudinal momentum fractions are given, at O (k?/MW ) by,

x1,2 =
MWp

s
e±yW =

±xF +
p
x2
F + 4M2

W /s

2
, (11)

such that,

xF = x1 � x2 |xF |  1 =
M2

W

s
. (12)

Therefore, the distribution for unpolarized quarks with transverse momentum k? inside a proton with
3-momentum p and spin S is,

fq/p"(x,k?) = fq/p(x, k?) +
1

2
�Nfq/p"(x, k?)S.(p̂⇥ k̂?)

= fq/p(x, k?)� k?
mp

f?q
1T (x, k?)S.(p̂⇥ k̂?) (13)

and the corresponding transverse Single Spin Asymmetry is,

AW
N =

d�p"p!WX � d�p#p!WX

d�p"p!WX + d�p#p!WX
⌘ d� " �d� #

d� " +d� # , (14)

where for simplicity we consider d�pp!WX

dyW d2qT
= d�,

d� " �d� # = �̂0

X

q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2
Z

d2k?1d
2k?2�

2(k?1 + k?2 � qT)

⇥ S.(p̂1 ⇥ k̂?1)�
Nfq1/p"(x1, k?1)fq2/p(x2, k?2), (15)

3

d� " +d� # = 2�̂0

X

q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2
Z

d2k?1d
2k?2�

2(k?1 + k?2 � qT)

⇥ fq1/p"(x1, k?1)fq2/p(x2, k?2) (16)

with the Gaussian factorized approximations for both unpolarized and Sivers functions as in [15],

fq/p(x, k?) = fq(x)
1

⇡hk2?i
e�k2

?/hk2
?i, (17)

�Nfq/p"(x, k?) = 2Nq(x)h(k?)fq/p(x, k?), (18)

Nq(x) = Nqx
↵q (1� x)�q

(↵q + �q)(↵q+�q)

↵
↵q
q �

�q
q

, (19)

h(k?) =
p
2e

k?
M1

e�k2
?/M2

1 (20)

and also after k? integration, the Sivers asymmetry can be analytically written as,

AW
N (yW ,qT) = S.(p̂1 ⇥ q̂T)

2hK2
Si2

[hK2
Si+ hK2

?i]2
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� q2T
2hK2

?i
✓ hK2

?i � hK2
Si

hK2
?i+ hK2

Si
◆�

⇥
p
2eqT
M1

 P
q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2Nq1(x1)fq1(x1)fq2(x2)P
q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2fq1(x1)fq2(x2)

!
(21)

⌘ cos'W AN (yW , qT ), (22)

where

hk2Si =
M2

1 hk2?i
M2

1 + hk2?i
(23)

2.5 Sivers asymmetry from SIDIS

In SIDIS, one has to take the collinear distribution functions fq/p(x) and fragmentation functions Dh/q(z)
into the account with parameterisations that are taken from the available fits of the world data.

Data from HERMES [16] on the SIDIS Sivers asymmetries for ⇡± and K± production o↵ a proton target;
the COMPASS Collaboration data on LiD [17] and NH3 targets [18].
Simplified version of the SIDIS di↵erental cross-section can be written as,

d5�lp!lhX

dxBdQ2dzhd2phT
/
X

q

e2q

Z
d2k? fq(x,k?)Dh/q(z, p?) +O (k?/Q) (24)

A
sin(�h��S)
UT (x, y, z, phT ) =

d�l"p!hlX � d�l #p!lhX

d�l "p!hlX + d�l #p!hlX
⌘ d� " �d� #

d� " +d� # , (25)

The Sivers asymmetry measured in SIDIS can be expressed as,

A
sin(�h��S)
UT (x, y, z, phT ) =

[z2hk2?i+ hp2?i]hk2Si2
[z2hk2Si+ hp2?i]hk2?i2

exp

"
� p2hT z2

�hk2Si � hk2?i
�

(z2hk2Si+ hp2?i) (z2hk2?i+ hp2?i)

#

⇥
p
2e z phT
M1

P
q Nqe

2
qfq(x)Dh/q(z)P

q e
2
qfq(x)Dh/q(z)

, (26)
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2.5 Sivers asymmetry from SIDIS

In SIDIS, one has to take the collinear distribution functions fq/p(x) and fragmentation functions Dh/q(z)
into the account with parameterisations that are taken from the available fits of the world data.

Data from HERMES [16] on the SIDIS Sivers asymmetries for ⇡± and K± production o↵ a proton target;
the COMPASS Collaboration data on LiD [17] and NH3 targets [18].
Simplified version of the SIDIS di↵erental cross-section can be written as,

d5�lp!lhX

dxBdQ2dzhd2phT
/
X

q

e2q

Z
d2k? fq(x,k?)Dh/q(z, p?) +O (k?/Q) (24)

A
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UT (x, y, z, phT ) =

d�l"p!hlX � d�l #p!lhX

d�l "p!hlX + d�l #p!hlX
⌘ d� " �d� #

d� " +d� # , (25)

The Sivers asymmetry measured in SIDIS can be expressed as,
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Figure 4: Asymmetry in pp

"! ⇡X pion production from E704 [6]

the neutron target) we will be able to determine independently both the ū and d̄ contributions;
something no other proposed experiment is able to do. We will further be able to determine if
there is a flavor asymmetry in the Sivers function of the sea, as has been observed for the valence
quarks. Measurements by the NMC collaboration at CERN and the LANL-led Experiment E866
at FNAL showed that the Gottfried Sum Rule, which predicted a symmetric sea quark momentum
distribution, was strongly violated (see Fig. 5), indicating that these sea quarks are not only
perturbatively generated by gluon splitting.
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the amplitudes for Ph? * 0:4 GeV and are consistent with
the predicted linear decrease in the limit of Ph? going to
zero.

In order to further examine the influence of exclusive
vector-meson decay and other possible 1

Q2 -suppressed con-

tributions, several studies were performed. Raising the
lower limit of Q2 to 4 GeV2 eliminates a large part of
the vector-meson contribution. Because of strong correla-
tions between x and Q2 in the data, this is presented only
for the z and Ph? dependences. No influence of the vector-
meson fraction on the asymmetries is visible as shown in
Fig. 2. For the x dependence shown in Fig. 3, each bin was
divided into two Q2 regions below and above the corre-
sponding average Q2 (hQ2ðxiÞi) for that x bin. While the
averages of the kinematics integrated over in those x bins
do not differ significantly, the hQ2i values for the two Q2

ranges change by a factor of about 1.7. The asymmetries do

not change by as much as would have been expected for a
sizable 1

Q2 -suppressed contribution, e.g., the one from lon-

gitudinal photons to the spin-(in)dependent cross section.
However, while the !þ asymmetries for the two Q2 re-
gions are fully consistent, there is a hint of systematically
smaller Kþ asymmetries in the large-Q2 region.
An interesting facet of the data is the difference in the

!þ and Kþ amplitudes shown in Fig. 4. On the basis of
u-quark dominance, i.e., the dominant contribution to !þ

and Kþ production from scattering off u quarks, one might
naively expect that the !þ and Kþ amplitudes should be
similar. The difference in the !þ and Kþ amplitudes may
thus point to a significant role of other quark flavors, e.g.,
sea quarks. Strictly speaking, even in the case of scattering
solely off u quarks, the fragmentation function D1, con-
tained in both the numerator and denominator in Eq. (2),
does not cancel in general as it appears in convolution
integrals. This can lead not only to additional
z dependences, but also to a difference in size of the
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FIG. 1: Kinematics of the SIDIS process in the γ∗p center of mass frame.

where Nq, αq, βq and M1 (GeV/c) are free parameters to be determined by fitting the experimental data. Since
h(k⊥) ≤ 1 for any k⊥ and |Nq(x)| ≤ 1 for any x (notice that we allow the constant parameter Nq to vary only inside
the range [−1, 1]), the positivity bound for the Sivers function,

|∆Nfq/p↑(x, k⊥)|
2fq/p(x, k⊥)

≤ 1 , (9)

is automatically fulfilled. We adopt the usual (and convenient) Gaussian factorization for the unpolarized distribution
and fragmentation functions:

fq/p(x, k⊥) = fq(x)
1

π⟨k2⊥⟩
e−k2

⊥/⟨k2
⊥⟩ (10)

and

Dh
q (z, p⊥) = Dh

q (z)
1

π⟨p2⊥⟩
e−p2

⊥/⟨p2
⊥⟩ , (11)

with the values of ⟨k2⊥⟩ and ⟨p2⊥⟩ fixed to the values found in Ref. [1] by analysing the Cahn effect in unpolarized
SIDIS:

⟨k2⊥⟩ = 0.25 (GeV/c)2 ⟨p2⊥⟩ = 0.20 (GeV/c)2 . (12)

Notice that the Gaussian distributions limit the effective action of intrinsic motion to k⊥ ∼<
!

⟨k2⊥⟩ and p⊥ ∼<
!

⟨p2⊥⟩,
which is the region of validity of the TMD factorized expressions in Eq. (4), PT ≃ k⊥ ≃ ΛQCD ≪ Q [18, 19, 20].
The parton distribution functions (PDF) fq(x) and the fragmentation functions (FF) Dh

q (z) also depend on Q2 via
the usual QCD evolution, which will be taken into account, at leading order (LO), in all our computations.
Before fitting the data on the Sivers asymmetries a few comments on the quark hadronization are necessary. While

most of the available sets of fragmentation functions describe rather well the pion multiplicities observed at HERMES,
many of them fail to reproduce the kaon multiplicities in SIDIS production. The main reason is the role of the strange
quarks, which is often not well established: for example, one expects that K+ mesons can be abundantly produced
by s̄ quarks, via creation from the vacuum of a light uū pair, rather than by u quarks, via creation from the vacuum
of a heavier ss̄ pair. Such a feature is particularly emphasized in the set recently obtained by de Florian, Sassot,
Stratmann (DSS) [13], which has DK+

s̄ (z) ≫ DK+

u (z) over the whole z range. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the LO
DSS fragmentation functions (solid lines) are compared with those proposed by Kretzer (KRE) [21] (dashed lines)
and by Hirai, Kumano, Nagai and Sudoh (HKNS) [22] (dotted lines). The DSS set, which is determined by fitting all
presently available multiplicity measurements, both for pions and kaons, is indeed the most suitable for our purposes.
This can also be seen in a more quantitative way. We know that Kretzer’s and other commonly adopted sets

of fragmentation functions are able to describe pion production data, as shown, for instance, in Fig. 4 of Ref. [13].
However, Fig. 13 of Ref. [13] shows instead that Kretzer fragmentation functions fail to reproduce charged kaon SIDIS
multiplicities, and might not be adequate to reconstruct transverse single spin asymmetries corresponding to kaon
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with the Gaussian factorized approximations for both unpolarized and Sivers functions as in [15],
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and also after k? integration, the Sivers asymmetry can be analytically written as,
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where

hk2Si =
M2

1 hk2?i
M2

1 + hk2?i
(23)

2.5 Sivers asymmetry from SIDIS

In SIDIS, one has to take the collinear distribution functions fq/p(x) and fragmentation functions Dh/q(z)
into the account with parameterisations that are taken from the available fits of the world data.

Data from HERMES [16] on the SIDIS Sivers asymmetries for ⇡± and K± production o↵ a proton target;
the COMPASS Collaboration data on LiD [17] and NH3 targets [18].
Simplified version of the SIDIS di↵erental cross-section can be written as,
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and Dh/q(z) is the fragmentation function for a quark with flavor q in a hadron h.

Let’s consider expressions for the SIDIS Sivers Asymmetries for di↵erent hadrons as follows (here we
noticed that the expression in Anselmino’s paper doesn’t contain y dependence.
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and hk2?i, hp2?i, hk2Si are being constants.
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For instance, in order to produce a W

+, u, ¯

d and s̄ quarks from the polarised proton
combine with ¯

d, s̄, u quarks from the unpolarised proton, such that the asymmetry is
proportional to
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(3.1)
Both quantities in the round brackets in the above equation contain a sea and a valence
quark distribution. However, because of the numerical values 2 of |Vu,d| and |Vu,s|, the last
two terms in Eq. (3.1) are much suppressed with respect to the first two. Thus, we expect
that A

W+

N mainly depends on the u quark and ¯

d sea quark Sivers functions.
Likewise, for W

� production, the asymmetry is proportional to
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(3.2)
and we expect that W� data are mainly sensitive to d quark and ū sea quark Sivers function.

A previous extraction of the Sivers functions that included anti-quark distributions was
reported in Ref. [8]. However, new data have become available since then and we perform
here a new complete extraction of the Sivers functions. We refer to Ref. [8] for more details
about the procedure.

One may notice that in our simple parameterisation of the Sivers functions as given in
Eqs. (2.12)-(2.15) the knowledge of the width hk2?i of the unpolarised TMDs is important.
Such a study was performed in Refs. [18, 19]. We adopt here the parameters from Ref. [18],
fixed by fitting the HERMES multiplicities [20]:

hk2?i = 0.57± 0.08 GeV2 hp2?i = 0.12± 0.01 GeV2

, (3.3)

where hp2?i is the width of unpolarised Transverse Momentum Dependent Fragmentation
Functions (TMD-FFs):

Dh/q(z, p?) = Dh/q(z)
1

⇡hp2?i
e

�p2?/hp2?i
. (3.4)

Notice that the study of Ref. [18] found no flavour dependence of the widths of the TMDs.
The collinear distribution and fragmentation functions, fq/p(x) and Dh/q(z), needed for our
parameterisations are taken from the available fits of the world data: in this analysis we use
the CTEQ6L set for the PDFs [21] and the DSS set for the fragmentation functions [22].
The LHAPDF [23] library is used for collinear PDFs. We fit the latest data from the
HERMES Collaboration on the SIDIS Sivers asymmetries for ⇡

± and K

± production off a
proton target [1], the COMPASS Collaboration data on LiD [24] and NH

3

targets [25], and
JLab data on 3He target [26].

These available SIDIS data cover a relatively narrow region of x, typically in the so-
called valence region. It suffices to use the most simple parameterisation for the anti-quark
Sivers functions [see Eqs. (2.13), (2.14)]:

Nq̄(x) = Nq̄ . (3.5)
2|Vu,d| = 0.97417± 0.00021, |Vu,s| = 0.2248± 0.0006, from Ref. [17].
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Both quantities in the round brackets in the above equation contain a sea and a valence
quark distribution. However, because of the numerical values 2 of |Vu,d| and |Vu,s|, the last
two terms in Eq. (3.1) are much suppressed with respect to the first two. Thus, we expect
that A
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N mainly depends on the u quark and ¯

d sea quark Sivers functions.
Likewise, for W
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(3.2)
and we expect that W� data are mainly sensitive to d quark and ū sea quark Sivers function.

A previous extraction of the Sivers functions that included anti-quark distributions was
reported in Ref. [8]. However, new data have become available since then and we perform
here a new complete extraction of the Sivers functions. We refer to Ref. [8] for more details
about the procedure.

One may notice that in our simple parameterisation of the Sivers functions as given in
Eqs. (2.12)-(2.15) the knowledge of the width hk2?i of the unpolarised TMDs is important.
Such a study was performed in Refs. [18, 19]. We adopt here the parameters from Ref. [18],
fixed by fitting the HERMES multiplicities [20]:

hk2?i = 0.57± 0.08 GeV2 hp2?i = 0.12± 0.01 GeV2

, (3.3)

where hp2?i is the width of unpolarised Transverse Momentum Dependent Fragmentation
Functions (TMD-FFs):

Dh/q(z, p?) = Dh/q(z)
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Notice that the study of Ref. [18] found no flavour dependence of the widths of the TMDs.
The collinear distribution and fragmentation functions, fq/p(x) and Dh/q(z), needed for our
parameterisations are taken from the available fits of the world data: in this analysis we use
the CTEQ6L set for the PDFs [21] and the DSS set for the fragmentation functions [22].
The LHAPDF [23] library is used for collinear PDFs. We fit the latest data from the
HERMES Collaboration on the SIDIS Sivers asymmetries for ⇡

± and K

± production off a
proton target [1], the COMPASS Collaboration data on LiD [24] and NH

3

targets [25], and
JLab data on 3He target [26].

These available SIDIS data cover a relatively narrow region of x, typically in the so-
called valence region. It suffices to use the most simple parameterisation for the anti-quark
Sivers functions [see Eqs. (2.13), (2.14)]:

Nq̄(x) = Nq̄ . (3.5)
2|Vu,d| = 0.97417± 0.00021, |Vu,s| = 0.2248± 0.0006, from Ref. [17].
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sin(�h��S)
UT (x, y, z, phT ) =

[z2hk2?i+ hp2?i]hk2Si2
[z2hk2Si+ hp2?i]hk2?i2

exp

"
� p2hT z2

�hk2Si � hk2?i
�

(z2hk2Si+ hp2?i) (z2hk2?i+ hp2?i)

#

⇥
p
2e z phT
M1

P
q Nqe

2
qfq(x)Dh/q(z)P

q e
2
qfq(x)Dh/q(z)

, (26)
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Inputs:

Ø Unpolarized PDFs : LHAPDF6 (CTEQ61)
Ø Fragmentation Functions:

• Pi+:   NNFF10_Pip_nlo
• Pi- :   NNFF10_Pim_nlo
• Pi0:    NNFF10_Pisum_nlo
• K+:    NNFF10_Kap_nlo
• K- :    NNFF10_Kam_nlo

Data Sets (on consideration):

Ø HERMES_p_2009     (from Luciano Pappalardo)
Ø COMPASS_d_2009   (from Bakur Parsamyan )
Ø COMPASS_p_2015   (from Bakur Parsamyan )
Ø HERMES_p_2020    (from Luciano Pappalardo)

Fit parameters (13): 

d� " +d� # = 2�̂0

X

q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2
Z

d2k?1d
2k?2�

2(k?1 + k?2 � qT)

⇥ fq1/p"(x1, k?1)fq2/p(x2, k?2) (16)

with the Gaussian factorized approximations for both unpolarized and Sivers functions as in [15],

fq/p(x, k?) = fq(x)
1

⇡hk2?i
e�k2

?/hk2
?i, (17)

�Nfq/p"(x, k?) = 2Nq(x)h(k?)fq/p(x, k?), (18)

Nq(x) = Nqx
↵q (1� x)�q

(↵q + �q)(↵q+�q)

↵
↵q
q �

�q
q

, (19)

h(k?) =
p
2e

k?
M1

e�k2
?/M2

1 (20)

and also after k? integration, the Sivers asymmetry can be analytically written as,

AW
N (yW ,qT) = S.(p̂1 ⇥ q̂T)

2hK2
Si2

[hK2
Si+ hK2

?i]2
exp


� q2T
2hK2

?i
✓ hK2

?i � hK2
Si

hK2
?i+ hK2

Si
◆�

⇥
p
2eqT
M1

 P
q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2Nq1(x1)fq1(x1)fq2(x2)P
q1,q2

|Vq1,q2 |2fq1(x1)fq2(x2)

!
(21)

⌘ cos'W AN (yW , qT ), (22)

where

hk2Si =
M2

1 hk2?i
M2

1 + hk2?i
(23)

2.5 Sivers asymmetry from SIDIS
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the COMPASS Collaboration data on LiD [17] and NH3 targets [18].
Simplified version of the SIDIS di↵erental cross-section can be written as,

d5�lp!lhX

dxBdQ2dzhd2phT
/
X

q

e2q

Z
d2k? fq(x,k?)Dh/q(z, p?) +O (k?/Q) (24)
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#

⇥
p
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P
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Fitting routines:
Ø “iminuit”  (python supported version of MINUIT)
Ø Python scipy.oprimize.curve_fit
Ø Using a Neural Network approach
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3 Pseudo-data on Sivers function from Neural Network

The primary barrier to achieving a global model of TMDs are the unknown constants that parameterize the

Nq(x) function. Currently, to predict the TMD �Nf
(1)
q/p(x), experimental data from specific x,Q settings

must be obtained, from which these constants can be obtained. If these constants could be identified
beforehand, then the TMD of any kinematic setting could be predicted. Pseudo-data can help to demonstrate
that this procedure is feasible by using an ANN to predict these constants. Specifically, such pseudo-data
should consist of the x, Q, and the TMD, such that the constants can be extracted locally. Then, a neural
network is trained on those fit constants. This is process is repeated for many iterations on monte-carlo
sampled TMDs, such that we have a collection of ANNs that can predict the constants with uncertainty for
any given x,Q.

4 Preliminary Results

4.1 Fit results to HERMES 2009

Hadron Dependence ndata �2/ndata
⇡+ x 7 2.53
⇡+ z 7 1.02
⇡+ phT 7 5.23
⇡� x 7 1.94
⇡� z 7 2.45
⇡� phT 7 1.61
⇡0 x 7 0.85
⇡0 z 7 1.11
⇡0 phT 7 2.00
K+ x 7 1.22
K+ z 7 2.97
K+ phT 7 2.65
K� x 7 0.49
K� z 7 0.52
K� phT 7 0.96
Total 105 1.84

Table 1: Fit results for HERMES 2009 (Hydrogen Target)
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Hadron Dependence ndata �2/ndata
⇡+ x 8 2.12
⇡+ z 11 1.49
⇡+ phT 8 1.14
⇡� x 8 1.81
⇡� z 11 1.16
⇡� phT 8 1.20
⇡0 x 8 0.40
⇡0 z 11 0.95
⇡0 phT 8 0.50
K+ x 8 0.48
K+ z 11 6.31
K+ phT 8 1.26
K� x 8 0.26
K� z 10 0.93
K� phT 8 0.79
Total 134 1.477

Table 2: Fit results for HERMES 2020 (Hydrogen Target)
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PDF set 
(CTEQ61)

Fragmentation
Functions

NNFF10_nlo

Each one of these
is a Neural Net:

Ø Two dense layers
Ø 32 neurons (nodes)

LHAPDF6
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Trained using HERMES 2009 data set
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d� " +d� # = 2�̂0
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Z
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2k?2�
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Both quantities in the round brackets in the above equation contain a sea and a valence
quark distribution. However, because of the numerical values 2 of |Vu,d| and |Vu,s|, the last
two terms in Eq. (3.1) are much suppressed with respect to the first two. Thus, we expect
that A
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N mainly depends on the u quark and ¯

d sea quark Sivers functions.
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and we expect that W� data are mainly sensitive to d quark and ū sea quark Sivers function.

A previous extraction of the Sivers functions that included anti-quark distributions was
reported in Ref. [8]. However, new data have become available since then and we perform
here a new complete extraction of the Sivers functions. We refer to Ref. [8] for more details
about the procedure.

One may notice that in our simple parameterisation of the Sivers functions as given in
Eqs. (2.12)-(2.15) the knowledge of the width hk2?i of the unpolarised TMDs is important.
Such a study was performed in Refs. [18, 19]. We adopt here the parameters from Ref. [18],
fixed by fitting the HERMES multiplicities [20]:

hk2?i = 0.57± 0.08 GeV2 hp2?i = 0.12± 0.01 GeV2

, (3.3)

where hp2?i is the width of unpolarised Transverse Momentum Dependent Fragmentation
Functions (TMD-FFs):

Dh/q(z, p?) = Dh/q(z)
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Notice that the study of Ref. [18] found no flavour dependence of the widths of the TMDs.
The collinear distribution and fragmentation functions, fq/p(x) and Dh/q(z), needed for our
parameterisations are taken from the available fits of the world data: in this analysis we use
the CTEQ6L set for the PDFs [21] and the DSS set for the fragmentation functions [22].
The LHAPDF [23] library is used for collinear PDFs. We fit the latest data from the
HERMES Collaboration on the SIDIS Sivers asymmetries for ⇡

± and K

± production off a
proton target [1], the COMPASS Collaboration data on LiD [24] and NH

3

targets [25], and
JLab data on 3He target [26].

These available SIDIS data cover a relatively narrow region of x, typically in the so-
called valence region. It suffices to use the most simple parameterisation for the anti-quark
Sivers functions [see Eqs. (2.13), (2.14)]:

Nq̄(x) = Nq̄ . (3.5)
2|Vu,d| = 0.97417± 0.00021, |Vu,s| = 0.2248± 0.0006, from Ref. [17].
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Figure 14: The kinematic acceptance of the E1039 experiment.

The experiment will be using the Fermilab main injector beam with an energy of 120 GeV and
a 4 second spill every minute. The maximum beam intensity will be ' 1013 protons per spill.

3.2 The Polarized Target

We will use the LANL-UVa polarized target which has been rebuilt and tested over the last three
years. The target system consists of a 5T superconducting split coil magnet, a 4He evaporation
refrigerator, a 140 GHz microwave source and a large 15000 m3/hr pumping system. The target
is polarized using Dynamic Nuclear Polarization (DNP) [52] and is shown schematically in Fig.
15. The beam direction is from left to right, and the magnetic field is vertical along the symmetry
axis, so that the target polarization is transverse to the beam direction. The target cells are shown
in gold color, with the top cell in the center of the split coils. The full system is shown in Fig. 16.

While the magnetic moment of the proton is too small to lead to a sizable polarization in a
5 T field, electrons in that field at 1 K are better than 99% polarized. By doping a suitable solid
target material with paramagnetic radicals to provide unpaired electron spins, one can make use
of the highly polarized state of the electrons. The dipole-dipole interaction between the nucleon
and the electron leads to hyperfine splitting, providing the coupling between the two spin species.
By applying a suitable microwave signal, the desired spin state is populated. We will use frozen
ammonia beads of NH

3

and ND
3

as the target material and create the paramagnetic radicals
(roughly 1019 spins/ml) through irradiation with a high intensity electron beam at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The cryogenic refrigerator, which works on the
principle of liquid 4He evaporation, can cool the bath to 1K, by lowering the 4He vapor pressure
down to less than 0.118 Torr. The polarization will be measured with three NMR coils per cell,
placed inside each target cell. The maximum polarization achieved with the proton (deuteron)
target is better than 98% (48%) and the ammonia bead packing fraction is about 60%. In our
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Figure 15: Cross sectional drawing of the polar-
ized target system

Figure 16: The LANL-UVa target during its full
operations test in April 2016

estimate for the statistical precision, we have assumed an average polarization of 80%. In the
case of the deuteron target we have assumed 32% average polarization.The polarization dilution
factor, which is the ratio of free polarized protons to the total number of nucleons, is 3/17 for NH

3

and 3/10 for ND
3

, due to the presence of nitrogen. The target material will need to be replaced
approximately every 8 -10 days in all three cells, due to the beam induced radiation damage.
This work will involve replacing the target stick with a new insert, cooling down the target and
performing a thermal equilibrium measurement. From previous experience, we estimate that this
will take about eight hours to accomplish. Careful planning of these changes will reduce the impact
on the beam time. Furthermore, we will be running with three active targets on one stick, thus
reducing any additional loss of beam time. The target cells are 79 mm long and elliptical with 21
mm ⇥ 19mm as vertical and horizontal axes. Each cell contains 3 NMR coils spaced evenly over
the target length.

Material Dens. Dilution Factor Packing Frac <Pol> Inter. Length
NH

3

.867 g/cm3 .176 .60 80% 5.3 %
ND

3

1.007 g/cm3 .3 .60 32% 5.7%

Table 1: Parameters for the polarized target

3.3 Beamline

The Neutrino-Muon (NM) beamline currently supporting the E906 Drell Yan experiment delivers a
high-intensity (up to 1013 protons/4-sec spill), 120-GeV proton beam. The experimental beam has
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EBeam the beam energy and mB,T the rest masses of the beam and target nucleons. Measuring
the two decay leptons in the spectrometer allows one to determine the photon center of mass p
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T (transverse) momenta as well as the mass M�. From these quantities one
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If one chooses the kinematics of the experiment such that xF > 0 and x

1

is large, the contributions
from the valence quarks in the beam dominate.

In this case, in Eq. 1 the second term becomes negligible and the cross section can be written
as
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For a proton beam on a proton target the process is dominated by the u(x
1

) distribution due to the
charge factor e2i . To extract the d̄(x) Sivers asymmetry one has to measure the p+d

" asymmetry.
In the following discussion we will assume that the cross section on the deuteron is the sum of the
proton and neutron cross sections and use isospin symmetry to equate d̄p and ūn and ignore strange
and heavier antiquarks in the target, as well as antiquarks in the beam. Through a simultaneous
measurement of the pp" and pd

" asymmetries one can independently extract the Sivers asymmetry
for both ū and d̄.

2.2 Theory

The fundamental importance of studying transverse momentum dependent parton distributions
(TMDs) and advancing the related theory of the nucleon spin is well summarized by the goals of
the nuclear theory TMD Topical Collaboration, where LANL is a key member [21]. The study
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Ø First measurement of  ‘sea’ quark
Sivers function

LANL-UVA
Polarized Target

120 GeV 
proton beam

Polarized

fits to the available SIDIS data. The large discrepancy is a reflection of the fact that the current
SIDIS data are insensitive to the seaquark contribution, thus leading to large uncertainties in the
calculations. This is also reflected in the width of the uncertainty bands.
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Figure 22: Expected results after two years of combined running on NH
3

and ND
3

targets. The
red error bars are statistical only. Absolute systematic uncertainty is estimated to be <1.0% (see
Sec. 3.8), and the relative systematic uncertainty is 4.0%. The theory model predictions are for
the NH

3

target only.

4 Comparison to Competition

There have been plans for about a decade to perform a variety of experiments around the globe
that aim to measure polarized Drell-Yan either with a polarized beam or a polarized target (see
Table 7). COMPASS at CERN, SeaQuest at FNAL and Panda at GSI plan to perform fixed
target experiments with either pion, proton or anti-proton beams, whereas PAX at GSI, NICA at
JINR and fsPHENIX at BNL plan collider experiments with polarized proton beams. The fixed
target experiments typically provide higher luminosity and the collider experiments tend to run at
higher center of mass energy, s. NICA, fsPHENIX and SeaQuest will be sensitive to the interaction
between valence quarks and sea antiquarks. PAX and COMPASS plan to measure the interaction
between valence quarks and valence antiquarks, and are not sensitive to sea antiquarks. Panda is
designed to study J/ formation rather than Drell-Yan physics due to the low antiproton beam
energy.
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Ø Fits to individual data sets can be implemented with the inclusion of  s-quarks 

Ø Performing global fits  (on-going work)

Ø Hyperparameter search to optimize the Neural Network (NN)

Ø Exploring different NN architectures to handle different quark flavors

Ø Training with more LHAPDF sets

Ø Investigating towards Sivers Asymmetry extraction from Drell –Yan
with/without considering the “sign-flip” of the Sivers Function.
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